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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

AMBLIST: The Load Module
Service Aid

Over the years, I have worked on a
number of projects where I needed to

have a comprehensive list of the names of
all programs in a particular mainframe
system. Typically, generating such a list is
done early on in the project so that everyone
involved has a clear idea of the magnitude
(“scope”) of the work to be done.

How is such a list put together? There
are several ways. One way is to examine
source code libraries like CA-Panvalet,
CA-Librarian, CA-Endevor or production
source PDS datasets. Typically, the source
code members for a given system follow a
clear naming convention and can be easily
isolated using their names.

The problem with this method is that
sometimes programs are missed. This
happens for a number of reasons: Someone
did not follow the naming convention, the
source code was never correctly moved into
the production library or the source code has
been lost. These are classic systems, after all.

I prefer to start with the executable load
modules. My logic goes like this: If the sys-
tem is an active, running entity, is it possible
to find all of the names inside the link-edited
run-units? Yes, the names will be there and
you can use AMBLIST to find them.

WHAT IS AMBLIST?

AMBLIST is a utility that allows you to
look at the internals of load modules, object
code, special areas within load modules,
and the link pack areas. It is simple to use,
has easy to understand parameters, and pro-
vides useful information about the load
module using only the load module as
input. No source code is involved.

The remainder of this column will
explain how to use AMBLIST to provide
the comprehensive list of names that I

mentioned in the opening paragraph.
However, I recommend that you try running
AMBLIST a few times “on paper” against
load modules of your own choosing. This
will give you an idea of how it works and
what it can show you. Figure 1 shows
sample JCL for running AMBLIST.
Figure 2 provides further explanation
about some of the parameters. To view
the complete AMBLIST documentation,
refer to http://as400bks.rochester.ibm.com/
cgi-bin/bookmgr/BOOKS/IEA2V100/16.0.

GETTING A LIST OF MEMBER
NAMES

To process every single load module in a
load library, all you need to do is code
“LISTLOAD” as the only parameter at
SYSIN. You might want to add OUT-

PUT=XREF as this will reduce the amount
of print lines at SYSPRINT.

If you want to examine a large group of
members but not the entire library, enter
into a Browse of the load library member
list. From the member list screen, you then
need to save the list. I wrote about saving
member lists in my July 1997 “Working
Smarter” column (“How to SAVE Time and
FIND Things”), which is available at http://
www.naspa.com/PDF/97/T9707009.pdf.

Once you have the saved member list as a
file, it is simple to tailor in the AMBLIST
syntax using the ISPF editor. Refer to Figure
3 for the edit commands to use. Delete all
member names that you do not want to
process and then use the 80-byte edited file
as input to AMBLIST at DD name SYSIN.

Remember, you can use the exclude
command to hide lines via a string value by
entering X ALL string 30 (where string is
some sub-string contained within the name
of the members that you do not want to
process and 30 is the column). Then, once
you have issued all of the exclude com-
mands, issue a DELETE ALL EXCLUDED.

WRITING THE SYSPRINT
TO DASD

In order to further process the printed
output of AMBLIST, you will have to write
the SYSPRINT file to disk. Figure 4 shows
sample JCL to accomplish this. Note that if
many modules are to be examined, you
might need to increase the amount of space
that is allocated.

What further processing do you need?
You need an ISPF edit, either in batch with
an initial edit macro or interactively using
the macro to eliminate 99 percent of the
text. Remember that the entire goal of this
exercise is to produce a list of CSECT
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names that have corresponding source
modules in some application.

BATCH EDITING

I wrote about batch ISPF editing in a two-
part series back in May/June of 1997 titled
“Cook Me Up a Batch Edits.” These columns
are available at http://www.naspa.com/PDF/
97/T9705010.pdf and http://www.naspa.com/
PDF/97/T9706011.pdf.

Figure 5 shows the AMBMAC1. You can
use this edit macro with either a batch or
interactive edit of the AMBLIST SYSPRINT
that you wrote to disk. The macro is straight-
forward. First, all lines are excluded. Then
FIND ALL commands are issued for the
strings “MEMBER NAME:” and “SD” in
columns 6 and 51 respectively. As a reminder,
the FIND command will un-exclude a line.

The MEMBER NAME is the name from
the PDS directory. For most load modules, this
will also be the entry point zero CSECT name.
“SD” means Section Definition. A “section” in
this context is a Control Section (CSECT).

The macro then issues excludes for certain
types of Control Sections that will have no
source code equivalent. These lines were
un-excluded by the FIND ALL “SD” com-
mand. You may have to add more exclude
lines if your site has a lot of statically linked
program products (that you have no source
code for) imbedded inside your application
programs. Examples are the Language
Environment run-times (“CEE”), COBOL
language run-times (“IGZ”), CICS EI stubs
(“DFH”) and so on.

To refine the macro, you will need to use
it against an AMBLIST SYSPRINT dataset
and then look at the results. If you see a lot
of “SD” lines that belong to some product
or language run-time, add an exclude line
for them in the AMBMAC1.

Finally, when all lines that you want to
remove are excluded, issue the DELETE
ALL EXCLUDED command to save the
data. Note that you also issue the ISREDIT
END command. If you are using the macro
interactively, this will end your edit session.
I use the macro mostly in batch and the
END is required to force the return to the
ISPSTART launching CLIST.

CONCLUSION

AMBLIST is a cool tool. If you have ever
used the FileAid 3.1 option to map load
modules out using the A (Address) and N

Use this JCL to see the kind of output AMBLIST produces. Note that SYSIN parameters must begin in column 2.

//AMBLIST EXEC PGM=AMBLIST
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIB DD DSN=Any.Loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN  DD *
LISTLOAD OUTPUT=XREF,MEMBER=MYPROG

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE AMBLIST JCL

All entities that AMBLIST operates on must be members of a PDS (except LISTLPA).

LISTLOAD - List load module. SYSLIB must point to load library.
LISTOBJ - List object deck. SYSLIB must point to 80-byte library.
LISTIDR - List the IDR area of a load module.
LISTLPA - List the contents of the FLPA, MLPA and PLPA

OUTPUT - Varies. For LISTLOAD, use either XREF, MODLIST or BOTH.
MEMBER - Name of the PDS member to operate on.

FIGURE 2: A QUICK LOOK AT AMBLIST PARAMETERS 

This example assumes that the member list was saved using the “SAVE somename” method. When a trailing name follows
the SAVE command at a member list, an 80-byte file is created.

C ALL P’=’ ‘ ‘ 20 80 - Space out all characters between columns 20 - 80
EX ALL             - Exclude all lines
)18                - Place on excluded block to shift all right 18
RESET              - Reset the excluded display

Insert new line with “I” line command
Beginning in column 2, type: LISTLOAD OUTPUT=XREF,MEMBER=
On the newly typed line, enter the “M” (Move) line command
On the first line that contains a member name, enter O9999

Save and end

FIGURE 3: ISPF EDIT COMMANDS TO TAILOR IN THE AMBLIST SYNTAX 

This example uses a system-determined blocksize. If you omit the LRECL, RECFM and DSORG keywords, you will get
an unblocked file. This wastes space and takes a lot longer to run.

//AMBLIST EXEC PGM=AMBLIST
//SYSPRINT DD DSN=&SYSUID..AMBLIST.SYSPRINT,
//           DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(150,15),RLSE),
//           LRECL=121,RECFM=FBA,DSORG=PS

FIGURE 4: JCL SAMPLE FOR WRITING AMBLIST SYSPRINT FILE TO DASD 

If you are using the macro interactively, you might want to remove the SAVE and END lines near the bottom. 

/* REXX */                        /*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — */
ISREDIT “MACRO”                  /* This is an edit macro       */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL”            /* Exclude everything          */
ISREDIT “FIND ALL ‘MEMBER NAME: ‘ 6” /* Un-exclude ‘MEMBER NAME’ line */
ISREDIT “FIND ALL ‘ SD ‘ 51”     /* Un-exclude SD (CSECT) lines */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ CEE’ 30”   /* Re-exclude Lang Env         */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ IGZ’ 30”  /* Re-exclude COBOL RunTime     */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ ILB’ 30”  /* Re-exclude COBOL74 RunTime  */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ IDMS’ 30” /* Re-exclude IDMS             */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ RHDC’ 30” /* Re-exclude IDMS             */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ DFH’ 30”  /* Re-exclude CICS            */
ISREDIT “EXCLUDE ALL ‘ IGG’ 30”   /* Re-exclude IBM CVOL         */
/*                             <<— — — Add more as needed          */
ISREDIT “DELETE ALL EXCLUDED”    /* Delete all excluded lines   */
ISREDIT “SAVE”                    /* Save the data              */
ISREDIT “END”                   /* All done                   */
Exit

FIGURE 5: THE AMBMAC1 ISPF EDIT MACRO 
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(Name) line commands, you will have a
good understanding of how to interpret the
AMBLIST LISTLOAD output. Parts of the
listing closely resemble the binder (linkage
editor) MAP/XREF output. Other portions
of the listing interpret the load module
attributes stored in the PDS directory.
When MODLIST is active as an OUTPUT
option, the entire run-unit, in all its hexa-
decimal glory, becomes dumped output.

This month, I showed you how to throw
away all that good stuff! I put the AMB-
LIST/Edit Macro combo together as a way
of demonstrating a batch method to create a
comprehensive list of all CSECT names
contained within application load libraries.
Who wants to do something like that by
hand anyway!  
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